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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITIEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TECBICAL NOTE NO. 1605 
ACCURACY OF AIRSPEED MEASUREMENTS AND
FLIGHT CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 
By Wilber B. Huston 
SJ!4 
The sources of error that may enter into the measurement of air-
speed by pitot-static methods are reviewed In detail, together with 
methods of flight calibration of airspeed Installations. Special atten-
tion Is given to the problem of accurate measurements of airspeed under 
conditions of high speed and maneuverabilIty required of military 
airplanes. 
The accuracy of airspeed measurement -is discussed as limited by 
errors in each of the quantities that is directly measured In flight. 
Existing data on the errors at the total- and static-pressure openings 
associated with the geometry of pitot-static tubes are summarized, fol-
loved by charts and. a qualitative description of the errors caused. by 
operation within the pressure field of the airfoil. The errors intro-
duced at the measuring end of the system due to lag in pressure transmis-
sion are reviewed and sante new material on this subject is included along 
with methods and charts for making appropriate lag corrections to air-
speed measurements. 
A- brief discussion is given of the magnitude and type of error 
introduced by the. mechanical and elastic characteristics of the conven-
tional airspeed Indicator and alt!ineter. Similar material Is given for 
typical NACA pressure-recording instruments. Since knowledge of true 
airspeed Is dependent upon a temperature measurement, existing material 
on the accuracy with which temperature can be measured with various types 
of probes is summarized and discussed. Methods used by the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics In flight calibrations of airspeed 
and temperature installations are outlined. 
The present paper has been arranged In such a way that each section 
may. be read independently of the others. An attempt has been made to 
consIder all factors that limit the accuracy with which airspeed may be 
determined by the usual pitot.-static methods.
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INTRODUCTION 
Accurate deterudnation of' MaQh number and true airspeed is of fun-
d.amental importance in the flight testing of aircraft. Although the 
increasing demand for greater speed, altitud.e, anti maneuverability has 
brought about refinements in measuring technique, the differential pres-
sure indicator or recorder Connected to sources of total and, static 
pressure remains the standard, means of measuring airspeed up to a Mach 
number of about 0.95. 
The determination of Mach number and true airspeed by means of 
pitot-etatic arrangements is limited in accuracy by errors which may be 
separated into the following five broad categories: 
(1) Errors associated with the geometry of the pitot-static tube 
(2) Errors induced by the field of flow about the airfoil 
(3) Errors caused. by lag in the tubing which connects the pitot-
static tube with the indicating or recording mechanism 
(14.) Errors due to the indicating or reóord.ing mechanism 
(5) Errors in the determination of free-air temperature 
The purposes of the present paper are to bring together from many 
different papers the results of investigations of these errors and to 
present this information in a form suitable for convenient use. The 
published results of these investigations have been combined with unpub-
lished results obtained at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
of the NACA in such a manner as to be useful to those who plan airspeed 
instrumentation and interpret data obtained in flight. Each section is 
independent of the others and may, therefore, be read separately. 
Special attention has been given to the magnitude or importance of 
the various errors and to methods of correcting them. Cognizance has 
been taken of those conditions under which rates of change of speed or 
altitude are high such as maneuvers required of some military airplanes. 
• The supplementary tables required in determining Mach number, the 
speed of sound, and the properties of the U.S. standard atmosphere are 
given in reference 10. 
An extensive bibliography covering all material reviewed and judged 
to be of interest, with the exception of several valuable British papers 
of limited distribution, has been prepared.
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SYMBOLS 
A	 area, feet2 
a	 speed of sound in dry air, feet per second 
speed of sound in moist air, feet per second 
B	 volume coefficient of elasticity, equation (20), feet 3 per 
pound 
C	 capacitance of a container defined by equation (18), 
feet3 /( lb itt2) 
CL	 airplane lift coefficient 
c	 airfoil chord, feet 
c 1	 airfoil section lift coefficient 
c, c.
	 specific heats at constant pressure and volume, respectively, 
Btu per pound °F 
D	 diameter, feet 
e/p	 ratio of partial pressure of water vapor in atmosphere to 
static pressure 
g	 acceleration due to gravity (32.l7 1iO ft/sec2
 for U.S. standard 
atmosphere) -	 - 
H	 total pressure, pounds per foot2 
h	 absolute altitude, feet; surface heat—transfer coefficient, 
Btu/(sec)(ft2)(°F) 
pressure altitude, feet 
i	 impact orifice diameter, feet 
K	 temperature recovery factor defined by equation ( 1i 6); pitot—. 
static—tube calibration factor 
k	 thermal conductivity, Btu/(sec)(ft2)(0F/ft) 
L	 length, feet; constant, equation (li.7) 
m	 equivalent mass, (slugs/rt)/foot
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M	 Mach number (V/a) 
n	 load factor; constant, equation (11.7) 
Pr	 Prand.tl number (cp.xg/k) 
p	 static pressure, pounds per foot 2
 or inches of water 
p0	 sea—level pressure In standard atmosphere (2116.229 lb/ft2 
or 11.07.2 in. water) 
q	 dynamic pressure, pounds per foot 2 (pv2 ; Z.p!i2) 
impact pressure, difference between total pressure and 
static pressure, pounds per foot2 
compression ratio 
R	 constant In perfect gas law
	 = Rr; resistance to fluid 
flow defined by equation (17), pound—seconds per foot5 
Re	 Reynolds number (VDp/i.t) 
T	 temperature of free stream, °F absolute 
T0	 temperature at sea level In standard atmosphere, 
5l8. 14. ° F absolute or 590 F 
Tf	 theoretical temperature of a flat plate, °F absolute 
TT	 total temperature defined by equation ( 1.3), °F absolute 
t	 time, seconds 
v	 volume, feet3 
volume of elastic container with no load, feet3 
V	 true airspeed, feet per second 
V 1	 indicated airspeed, feet per second 
wing loadIng, pounds per square foot 
XN, XC, xs distance between static orifices and nose, collar, and stem, 
respectively, in diameters of pitot—static tube
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a. angle of attack 
y ratio of specific heats taken as 1.4.
 for air in standard 
tables	 (cp/cv) 
error in a quantity (indicated value minus true value) 
error in pressure due to lag
9	 dive angle, measured from horizontal, degrees 
A.	 lag constant, seconds 
lag constant of total—pressure system, seconds 
lag constant of static—pressure system, seconds 
coefficient of viscosity, slugs per foot—second 
v	 kinematic viscosity, feet 2
 per second (it/p) 
p	 density, slugs per foot3 
sea—level density of dry air in standard atmosphere 
(0.002378 slug /ft3) 
T	 acoustic lag due to finite speed of sound, seconds 
local angle of flow relative to airfoil chord, degrees 
Superscripts and subscripts: 
•	
measured or Indicated quantity 
0	 sea—level conditions in the United States standard atmosphere 
a	 aneroid capsule 
c	 instrument case 
cr	 critical 
d	 difference 
e	 equivalent 
obs	 observed 
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r	 reference airplane 
t	 connecting tubing 
PRECISION OF AIRSPEED MEASUREMENTS 
In this section the general equations are given relating Mach 
number and airspeed to the directly measureable quantities, static 
pressure, impact pressure, and indicated free-air temperature. An 
investigation is made of the error in M, T, and V (see list of 
symbols for definitions) resulting from an error in the pertinent 
measurements. The effects of humidity are evaluated, and shown to be 
small. 
Total or pitot pressure as developed at the pitot orifice of a 
pitot-static tube is the sum of two components, free-stream static 
pressure and impact pressure. The relationship between the total pres-
sure, the true free-stream static pressure, and the speed of flow is 
given in the following equation which is based on the Bernoulli relation 
for adiabatic compressible flow: 
H =	 + p 
=p(i^7;1)	 (1) 
where M < 1 and th speed is expressed in terms of Mach number: 
M=!	 (2) 
and
a = \J7P/P 
= \jyRgr	 (3) 
These relationships show that Mach number can be derived from two measurable 
quantities, the static pressure p and the differential or impact pres-
sure c The pressures may be measured either by instruments calibrated
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in units such as inches of water which are convenient for measuring 
pressure directly or by flight instruments calibrated in miles per hour 
and feet of pressure altitude, together with suitable computers, charts, 
or tables. (See references 5, 7, and 10.) 
If the value l.li. is used for y, equations (1) and (3) are espe-
daily convenient for the routine analysis of flight data. Equation (1) 
can be reduced to
2/7 
M= 5[(+l)	
_1	 () 
A tabular expression of equations (3) and (4. ) is given in reference 10. 
By use of such tables the compression ratio d .c/p yields M directly. 
The true airspeed V can be derived from m8asured. values of the air 
temperature and Mach number; the dynamic pressure q can be obtained 
from the relation
q=
	
(5) 
Pressure or pressure difference is seldom determined in flight 
research with an over-all precision greater than that corresponding to 
±0.5 inch of water. In the measurement of static pressure p a preci-
sion of ±0.5 inch of water represents an error of only 0
.5/4.00 or 
0.125 percent at low altitudes; whereas the error Ia 2 percent at 
65,000 feet. For values of q obtained at low speeds, such as those 
encountered in stall testing, a precision of ±0.5 inch of water repre-
sents a large error, which may often be improved, however, by special 
instrumentation. For large values of q0
 obtained at high speeds, the 
error Is smaller although dependent on altitude. 
In pitot-static installations the total pressure H is usually 
developed to a high degree of accuracy. An error In the differential 
pressure	 usually exists because of p, an error in the static-
pressure system; thus the precision with which static pressure is 
developed Is a limiting factor in the accuracy with which differential 
pressure is known and is a critical factor In Mach number determination.
8
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Precision of Mach Number 
Mach number errors are customarily expressed in ny of the following 
forms: tM (which equals M' - M),	 , or 100	 The effect of 
errors in	 p, and H on the magnitudes of both M and LM/M 
through large ranges of Mach number and altitude is illustrated in 
figure 1, based on the result of differentiating equation (Ii.):
(6) 
M	 2 \ p	 /	 p	 p p 
In figure 1(a) the effect is shown of an error tq 0 of 0.5 inch of 
water which exists because of an equivalent error, Lp = -0.5 inch of 
water, in the static-pressure system. The curves of this figure are 
based on the following equation, which can be obtaIned from equation (6) 
when the measurement of H is considered exact and thus q= -op: 
£M M2+5
Aq0 
M	 7M2p 
	
M2+5Ep	 (6a) 
	
-	 p 
The curves have not been extended beyond a "stall line" which is arbi-
trarily based on the assumption that the Mach number for stall at any 
altitude is given by M5ta11 = 0.lJpo/p. Figure 1(a) shows that except 
at very high altitudes or at low Mach numbers a precision either of 
±1 percent or of ±0.01 in the Mach number is achieved if an error of 
only ±0.5 inch of water exists in qc and p. Errors inherent in the 
measurement process itself, however, may introduce inaccuracies which 
materially increase the value of ±0.5 inch of water. 
The precision of M corresponding to a 1-percent value of pressure 
defect is given in figure 1(b). A pressure defect as used in this paper 
is the pressure error expressed in nondimensional form, as Lip/p, Ap/q0, 
and so forth. The curves for ll/q (p, exact) and p(q0 (H, exact) 
are useful in the interpretation of calibration curves of pitot-etatic 
tubes. The curve for Aq. /P (H, exact) represents an error in 
which exists because of 1-percent error in p. To determine the effect
NACA TN No. 1605 
on M of errors in static pressure alone ( = 0.01; q 0 , exact) the 
curve for ffl/q0 may be used since a 1-percent error in either the 
numerator or the denominator of the compression ratio	 results in 
the same magnitude of error in M. 
FIgures 1(a) and 1(b) can be used to determine the error in M for 
other conditions since EN and EM/M are directly proportional to the 
error In H, p, or q0 . They may also be used. to estimate the preci-
sion necessary in pressure measurement to achieve a desired minimum 
error in M.
Precision of Temperature 
The temperature of the free air T is not indicated by a thermometer 
moving at speed N relative to the free stream but must be computed from 
the relation
T=	
T' 
1 + 0.2KM 
where the temperature recovery factor K may have a value varying 
between 0.3 and 1.0 for different Installations. The value of' T used 
in equation (3) may, therefore, be in error because of limitations in 
the precision with which the values of T', K, and M may be deter-
mined. This error may be expressed by the root-neam-square of the con-
tributing errors: 
= ±() + (_o.
	
)d[(2 4)2 ()2] 
T	 T'	 1+0.2KM2	 M	 K 
In many Installations, the value of K may not be known with a 	 - 
precision greater than ±10 percent. At Mach numbers less than 0.3 
although LM/M Is as large as ±10 percent, T may easIly be determined 
with a precision greater than ±1 percent. As M approaches 1, however, 
in order to achieve an accuracy in T of ±2. percent when M is known 
to ±1 percent, T' must be known with a precision greater than ±1 percent 
and K with a precision greater than ±5 percent. For high-speed air-
craft, especially those fcr navigational or research purposes, therefore, 
a thermometer installation with an accurately known value of recovery 
factor is essential.
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Precision of' True Airspeed 
From equations (2) .nd (3), the root-mean-square error in true air-
speed may be expressed as:
=	 + fliT\ (8) 
V	 2T) 
In order to obtain the true airspeed to within an accuracy of 1 percent, 
the errors must be less than 1 percent for M ani less than 2 percent 
for T, as indicated by equation (8). At low speeds, at which -! 
is usually much less than
	 , the precision of V is almost entirely 
dependent on the value of' LM,. and AV 700 LM (where V is given 
in mph). 
The precision acceptable for V varies with the purpose of the 
measurements. Although airspeed indicators may be aduated in l-ni1e-
per-hour units and Mach numbers are often given to three significant 
figures, precision as high as such numbers indicate is contingent upon 
the ability to maintain or improve the accuracy of ±0.5 inch of water in 
pressure measurements.
Effect of Humidity 
Values of M and V computed by means of the tables or formulas 
for M and a are usually based on dry air and. y = l.L.. These 
values for M are accurate within 0.1 percent and for V within 
0.i percent at temperai.ures of 680 F or less. In warm summer weather 
under conditions of high humidity, requirements of high precision may 
indicate the need for a humidity correction. Since moist air is less 
dense than dry air at the seine temperature and pressure, complete cor-
rection involves not only a change in the value of N as determined by 
equation ( 1i) but also a correction for both y and density in deter-
mining the speed of sound from equation (3). 
The variation of y with atmospheric conditions is given in the 
following table furnished by the National Bureau of Standards. (See 
reference 8.)
a = ]	
l.li.RgT	 7 
( 1	 0.3783 .'\ 1.14. P1
=a	
7 
1.4(1 - 0.3783 
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Temperature y	 for dry air 7	 for saturated air 
°C °F 760 mm Hg 0 mm Hg 760 mm Hg 0 mm Hg 
40 1014. 1.14.012 1.3998 1.3963 1.3935 
20 68 1.14.020 1.14.003 1.3989 1.3965 
0 32 1.14.028 1.14.007 1,14.000 1.3983 
-20 -4 1.14.037 1.4010 1.li.010 1.39914. 
L
-40 -40 1.14.014.6 1.14.012 1.4020 1.14.0014. 
Since 1.39 < y < 1.14.1, a simple linear correction can be applied 
to values of M derived from equatlon (4). The variation of M with y 
for a range of Q0/P is shown in the following table, in which the 
change in M Is only approximately 0.3 percent for a change of ±0.01 
In 7. 
Mach number 
y=l.39 y=l.40 y=1.41 
0.01 0.1198 0.11914. 0.1189 
.10 .3728
.3715 .3702 
.20 .i88 .5171 .5153 
.40 .7126
.7103 .7081 
.60 .8502 .8477 .8452 
.80
.9589 .9562 .95314.
The speed of sound a In moist air of teniperatare T and 
partial vapor pressure e may be computed from the speed of sound a 
in dry air of the same temperature as given in standard tables In refer-
ence 10 (or by use of ecluatlon (3) wIth y = 1.14.) by the following 
formula based on ordinary thermodynamic considerations: 
The aforementioned data indicate that for dry air the standard 
tables give values of M that are slightly too large, whereas values 
of a are small in almost exactly the same proportion, the net error 
being less than 0.02 percent. For fully saturated air above freezing, 
12
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values of both M and a are too small when computed from the standard 
tables. The resultant error in V is 0. percent at 68° F, although 
it increases to l.t percent at lO0 F. Under most conditions in the 
temperature range of the standard atmosphere, therefore, no improvement 
in the precision of airspeed measurement in flight is gained by correcting 
for the effects of humidity. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TOTAL— AND STATIC—PRESSURE HEADS 
In this section the discussion is limited to the isolated pitot-. 
static device,unaffected by the interference effects of fuselage or 
wing which may be present In a practical Installation. The results of 
tests of a number of different pitot—etatic tubes are used to show the 
Influence of the geometry of the head, angle of attack, Mach number, 
Reynolds number, turbulence, and drain holes on the development of total 
and static pressures. Calibration curves of standard pitot—etatic tubes 
are Included.
Total—Pressure Heads 
In accordance with the Bernoulli relation, the total pressure H in 
the Impact orifice of a pitot—static or total—pressure tube at a given 
airspeed is not affected by small changes in the local velocity due to 
the presence of the tube itself or of the airplane provided that thé 
direction of flow Is parallel to the axis of the head. Potential flow, 
free from circulation losses, Is thus Implied, together with the further 
assumption that as the air comes to rest compression takes place adia-
batically without sensible heat transfer. 
The results of reference 22 indicate that when the axis of the head 
is parallel to the flow direction the value of H is given correctly by 
equation (1) for values of M as large as 0.995. Results contained in 
reference 1 indicate that for values of Impact orifice diameter I 
ranging from 5 inches to O.0C97 inch and fOr small tubes at low velocity 
(Reynolds number greater than 30) H is Independent of orifice diameter 
within 0.0002 inch of water. 
Effect of angle of attack, Mach nurriber, and orifice diameter.— The 
total—pressure defeat (H' - H)/q increases in magnitude as the angle of 
attack a. increases from zero, decreases as M Increases, and decreases as 
the ratio of Iiirpact orifice diameter to tube diameter i/D approaches 1.0. 
The magnitude of these effects for a tube wlth.a hemispherlcally shaped 
nose is illustrated in fIgure 2. FIgure 2(a) was obtained by cross—
plotting and. extrapolating to . = 0.125 the data in reference 20 which
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were obtained at a value of q of 3 inches of water in an open—jet tunnel 
(that 18, M 0.1). At a. = 24° the defect Is still zero for	 1.0. 
The total—pressure defect for values of a. from 00 to 20° In the 
region 0.57 <M < 0 .995 Is illustrated in figure 2(b), which Is derived 
from reference 22. ThIs tube, a Prandtl—type laboratory instrument, hAs 
a ratio l/D of 0.3, for which, in tubes of this type, the variation of 
total— and static—pressure errors with angle of attack is such as to give 
a nearly correct value of q0. For given values of I and D if the 
nose shape is elongated (for example, semi—elliptical or ogival) the 
elongation Is equivalent to an effective increase in the value of i/D, 
and the magnitude of the total—pressure defect at a given angle of attack 
will be less than is indicated by figure 2. 
Investigation of the total—pressure d.efecb for 0.3 < M < 0.9 and 
angles of attack up to 180° (reference 24) shows that the defect (H' —LI)/q 
increased In magnitude to (approx.) —2.0 at about a = 87° and then 
decreased for values cf a > 870. 
For applications In which a large change in angle of attack of the 
pitot head is expected and especially for research purposes, shielded 
total—pressure heads, which give zero total—pressure defect. up to angles 
of attack of 350, are available (reference 19). For many uses a simpler 
form of tube would be suitable, that is, one that makes use of the small 
rate of increase of total—pressure defect with angle of attack as 
i/D aproaches 1, as shown in figure 2(a). 
Effect of turbulence.— Reference 15 indicates that the presence of 
turbulence in the air stream causes values of H' to be less than the 
truevalue H. As turbulence may be considered, in part, as a change In 
the local angle of flow, the data of references 15 and 20 indicate that 
the total—pressure error would decrease with an increase In the ratIo i/D. 
Although often important In wind tunnels, such turbulence is not a source 
of error In airspeed measurements. 
Effect of drain holes.— The error In total—pressure measurements as 
a result of drain holes depends on the size and locatIon of the holes. 
References 23 and 25 show that the error introduced by such holes can be 
about 1/2 percent. at low speeds and decreases with an increase in speed. 
Static—Pressure Heads 
The static orifices in the wall of a pitot—sbatic tube do not, in 
general, develop the true static pressure at the head location because 
of disturbances associated with the flow over the head. The error IS 
closely associated with the dimensions and desiga of the head, Mach number, 
angle of attack, changes in configuration during use, and Reynolds number.
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Effect of dimensions and_design.— Theoretical analysis for incora-
pressible flow ' (reference 18), confirmed by experiment (reference 114.), 
indicates that the local static pressure is less than free—stream pres-
sure for a distance of about 16 diameters back of the nose. Use is often 
made of the interference of a supporting streamlined strut or of a collar 
back of the orifices to increase the pressure at the static holes. The 
strut or collar is an integral part of the head. and is so proportioned 
that true static pressure is more nearly approached. The effectiveness 
of such compensation may vary with Mach number, and new designs should 
always be tested in a wind tunnel over the maximum Mach number range for 
which they will be used. 
Early Investigations of the effect of dimensions (references 14, 15, 
and 20) have been extended by the British to Mach numbers of 0.95 and are 
summarized in figure 3
. Figure 3(a) shows the pressure at static orifices 
located at a distance
	 back of an ogival nose over a range of Mach 
number from 0.3 to 0.95. Figure 3(b) shows the effect of a 43—percent 
collar at a point x behind the static holes, and figure 3(c) shows 
the effect of placing a mounting stem of thickness D = 0.9D 'at various 
distances x5
 behind the static holes. Cross—plotting of the data of 
figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) shows that. at constant values of M the 
effect of orifice location relative to both nose and collar varies 
directly rith (l/x)2
 a.id. ( 1 /x ) 2 , re3pectively, and. the effect of a 
stein varies directly with l/x. 
Effect of Mach number and angle of attack.— Figure 3(d) and figure 3(f) 
illustrate the complexity of the interaction of changing direction of flow 
and. the effects o± high—speed flow. The pressure increase at Mach numbers 
larger than 0.8 exhibited by the Prandtl—type tube in figure 3(d) is 
associated with shock due to flow over the nose (first evidenced in 
schlieren photographs at M = 0
.7), but the drop at M = 0.97 is asso-
ciated with the fact that the shock wave moves to a location behind the 
static orifices. Theory (reference 21) indicates that, by use of the 
nose shape known as a Rankle ovoid, the effects of shock displayed in 
the head, the characteristics, of which are given in. figure 3(d), are 
delayed to larger values of free—stream Mach number. 
Change of static defect with angle of attack is in part a function 
of the diameter of the static orifices and. of any Interior constrictions 
which may be built into the static—pressure head. Ccmmion procedure is 
to have the static orifices open into a small settling chamber In which 
any turbulence or random changes of equilibrium associated with flow 
through the orifices when the direction of flow is not parallel to the 
axis of the head. may be neutralized. The 'tube for transmitting the 
static pressure opens into this chamber. In such designs, if the static 
orifices are less than 0.20 inch in diameter the energy losses tend to 
diminish the static—pressure errors due to the angle of attack. The
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orifices of the tube for which curves are plotted, in figure 3(d) are in 
the form of a circumferential slot of width 0.1D, whereas the twenty ori-
fices of the tube for which curves are plotted in figure 3(f) are holes 
of 0.025-inch diameter. For service tubes exposed. to spray, circumfer-
ential slots are often used. since their larger dimension reduces the 
tension for rupture of any water filma that form. 
Unles8 the static orifices are symmetrically placed and at least 
eight in number, the static-pressure error will vary with the plane of 
the inclined flaw' (reference 20). For a statiè- .pressure head with the 
static orifices concentrated. on the upper and lower surfaces, the static-
pressure error is substantially constant over a range of pitch of ±7.° 
but is not constant for an equivalent range of yaw. 
When airspeed. Is measured under laboratory conditions under which 
the angle of attack of the head can be controlled, calibration curves 
suchas are shown in figure 3 are of use but in flight they do not 
dispense with the necessity of making a flight calibration when the 
angles of attack and. yaw and body Interference effects are not known. 
The use of free-swiveling static heads does not eliminate the necessity 
of calibrating for Interference effects. 
Effect of small changes in configuration.-.
 The tube must be smooth 
and free from burrs in the vicinity of the static orifices. For two tubes 
of the same manufacture which differed. only in that some of the metal 
plate near the static orifices of one had been stripped, the tests of 
reference 23 indicate a change in static defect from percent to 
2 percent (a 2:1 ratio) over the entire speed. range. Small changes in 
configuration which may occur during use can, therefore, have a marked 
effect on the calibration of a static-pressure head. 
Effect of Reynolds number.- Tests (reference 17) have shown that a 
Reynolds number greater than 2300 (when the linear dimension is the 
diameter of the static head) is essential if the measured static pressure 
is not to be subject to scale effects. This fact Is shown in fIgure 3(e) 
where the cross-hatched area represents the region of scatter In the 
values of static defect apparently associated with some instability of 
flow. In fIgure 3(e) the data as given in reference 17 for tube calibra-
tion factor K, which equals q/q' have been replotted by means of the 
(r'_')	 (K—l) 
relation	 =	
. The variation of static defect with Reynolds 
q	 K 
number indicates a lower limit at high altitude for the diameter of static 
heads and. rakes for wake surveys. 
Service Pitot-Static Tubes 
With commercially available pitot-static tubes, differential or 
impact pressure could be measured with great accuracy if Interference
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effects of the airplane and. lag and instrument errors were not present. 
Pressure defects obtained in calibrations at zero angle of attack of 
two standard pitot—etatic tubes (reference 23) are given in figure !.. 
In figure i.
 the total—pressure defect is entirely due to the (train holes. 
The defects at other angles of attack can be erpected to vary from 
those given in figure 1. . Since these tubes have ratios i/D of about 0.3, 
the defect in if would be negligible (less than 1/2 percent) for angles 
of attack up to at least 60 or 8°. Since the nose shapes are elongated, 
the total—pressure defect at greater angles of attack would undoubtedly 
be smaller than the data for hemispherical noses would indicate (fig. 2), 
but published detailed. calibrations are lacking. Errors in total pressure 
can be expected with these heads, however, when used in a leading—edge 
position. 
Uniform static defect over a wide range of Mach number results from 
the addition of a collar or fin that compensates for the negative defect 
associated with flow over the nose; the resultant positive static defect 
amounts to 2 or 3 percent of q. Although this defect could introduce 
an error of 1 to 1.5 percent in Mach number, the corrections described 
In the section entitled "Fliguit Calibration of Airspeed. and Temperature 
Installations" allow for it. 
THE FIELD OF FLOW ABOUT AN AIRFOIL 
The accuracy required. in each of several measured quantities in 
order to achieve a specified accuracy in airspeed has been discussed. 
This discussion was followed by a summary of the available material on 
the deviations in pressure measurement to be expected from the isolated 
total— or static—pressure head. In the following section the field of 
flow about an airfoil is discussed and available data are summarized in 
order that qualitative estimates may be made of the errors from this 
cause that must be expected and allowed for when pitot—static devices are 
attached to an airplane. 
The direction an1 velocity of the flow about an airfoil vary, in 
general, from point to point with the shape and thickness ratio of the 
airfoil, with the lift coefficient, and with the Mach number. As a 
result of these variations, the static—pressure error associated. with 
he flow can be expected. to vary; in addition, both static— and total—
pressure heads may be in error because of inclination of the flow with 
respect to the head. 
The results of a number of theoretical and. experimental investiga-
tions of the flow In the vicinity of airfoils are available in refer-
ences 26 to 29 and in reference 31. These results are based on the theory
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of incompressible flow ansi. low-speed wind-tunnel tests and. are summarized 
in figures 5 and 6 to which are added unpublished results from an Investi-
gation at the Langley Laboratory of the flow in the vicinity of a Joukowski 
alrtoil for a range of values of c 1 from 0.2 to 0.8.. The data presented 
in references 26 to 28 in terms of the ratio of the local velocity v to 
the free-stream velocity V, and the local direction of flow relative to 
the wind direction or tunnel axis have been modified In figures 5 and 6 
as follows:
(a) Values of - = 1 - (-
	
have been substituted for the i 
\VJ 
velocity ratio on the velocity contours. 
(b) The angle of attack to the nearest de'ee has been added 
to the angle of flow to give the angle between the local flow 
at any point and the airfoil chord. 
(c) Some contours have been omitted for clarity. 
Some variation is to be expected in the value of Ap/q with Mach 
number. The results of reference 3)4. show, however, that ahead of the 
wing the variation is small and also that at a point l.3c ahead of a 
15-percent-thick high-speed airfoil sectior the value of 8p/q i 
within the limits of experimental error for M 0.8. 
Location of Static Head 
The ideal location for the static head would be one for which no 
installation correction is necessary throughout the flight range. A 
good practical location Is one with a small constant installation error. 
Figures 5 .and 6 show that no such location exists in the underwing region. 
It is more nearly approached for wings with a convex lower surface, but 
the effects of shock, including a large Increase in static pressure, 
have Indicated the need for other locations for the static- and total-
pressure orifices. For research testing, a boom-iiounted static head in 
front of the leading edge of the wing approaches the characteristics of 
the ideal location most closely. Even with a boom of 1 chord., however, 
some variation of local static pressure with c 1 may be expected. 
Although variations of Ap/q. and angle of flow with c1 may be small 
and decrease with increasing length of boom, some control of the static 
defect is possible by choice of' the vertical displacement of the static 
head relative to the chord extension. If, for example, a location is 
chosen which has zero defect at a high value of c 1 , the magnitude 
of Ap/q increases at a low value of c 1 . Since low values of c 1 are 
ordinarily associated with high speed and high values of q, the actual 
departure from free-stream static pressure expressed in Inches of water 
or feet of pressure altitude may be large. On the other hand, if the
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static head is located, so that
	 = 0 at 02 = 0 ,  small departures 
from free—stream values result even though Ap/q
, may increase at larger 
values of c. 
Spanwise location of the static head. is in part determined by 
structural considerations, a location between 0.2 and 0.5 semispan 
inboard of the wing tip usually being chosen. This choice is based 
partly on the general requirement that the measuring head should be so 
located as to be free of the effects of a souree of energy such as the 
propeller, and on the fact that the boon can be shorter when located 
farther outboard on a tapered wing. There Is evidence in reference 29 
that a location ahead of and. 0.0 11.3
 semispan outboard of the wing tip 
would also give satisfactory results with a still shorter boom. 
Flight calibration of the airspeed installation is needed regardless 
of the location selected for the static head. The variation of AP/q.c 
In the field of flow about a wing Is such that this calibration is 
greatly simplified, however, if a Static head 'and. its associated mount 
are used that have an inherent static—pressure defect (p' - 
which, If not zero, is essentially small and. constant over the entire 
range of Mach number for which they will be used. Use of such a head 
allows more simple and precise extension of airspeed calibrations 
secured In level flight to high speed, high lift, and high load factor. 
Location of Total—pressure Head 
Total—pressure heads should be located outside a region of energy 
change such as the slipstream or wake. For multiengine airplanes a 
location at the nose is satisfactory. An underwing location Is espe-
cially suitable when large changes in c 1
 'are encountered, since, as 
shown In figures 5 and 6, the change in angle of flow at the head Is 
small. The underwing of a typical high—speed fighter airplane is, how-
ever, subject to shock at high values of Mach number and, as shown in 
reference 36, the resulting loss of total pressure extends ,a considerable 
distance below the wing surface. Although the head could. be
 placed 
forward of the shock location, If the speed of sound. is exceeded locally 
shock occurs at the total—pressure orifice and. the assumption of accurate 
total pressure is no longer justified. Since total—pressure values, when 
in error, are too small, they will tend to cause' the indications of both 
airspeed and Mach number to be too small. Since the effects of shockon 
total pressure do not extend upstream, a location forward of the leading 
edge Is desirable for any airfoil for which the loôal flow velocity 
exceeds the speed of sound.
	 "'	 - 
Large changes in angle of flow may be encountered. 'In 'the "region 
forward of the wing leading edge. Total—pressure heads for"this loca-
tion must, therefore, be designed for s ati'sfactory:operatj,on at large 
angles of attack in order to be a reliable source of total pressure under
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all conditions of flight. As shown In fIgures 5 and 6, at the station 0.lc 
ahead of the leading ed.ge the change in angle of flbw for a change in 
from 0 to 1.0 is of the order of 1.O0 to 50° and decreases to 170 at 0..55c 
and 13° at l.Oc. The angle of flow relative to the orifice of a leading-
edge total-pressure head may also be estimated by the following relation 
based on the flow around a flat plate:
IL 
• (W Ii + - 
7'-"LI	 C 
2	 L	
(10) 
where	 is the local angle of flow relative to the chord at a point L/c 
chords ahead of the leading edge along the chord extension, and CL 1fl5 
be considered,the airplane lift coefficient. 
Location of Static Vents 
For flight research, a suitably located and calibrated static head 
is the standard source of free-stream static pressure. A frequently used 
auxiliary or alternate source of static pressure is the static vent (flush 
static-pressure orifice). A static vent must be calibrated against a 
standard source in flight, but once a suitable location Is found, identical 
installations on other airplanes of the same type usually have the same 
calibration. For the convenience of the pilot it is customary in seiwice 
installations to select a lOcation giving constant indicated-airspeed 
error, that is, one for which to a first approximation 
p ' - p 
____ =	 = Constant 
/2 p0q 
A promising location for the static vent may often be found by wind-
tunnel tests of a model of a new airplane; the final location must be 
selected by trial-and-error test in flight. For conventional airplanes 
a suitable location is usually found. near the geometric center line of 
the fuselage, forward of the leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer a 
distance equal to 0.1 to 0.2 of the over-all length of the airplane. 
Locations on opposite sides of the fuselage, not necessarily symmetrical 
because of slipstream effects, should be used if possible, and the static-
pressure line should be connected to the midpoint of a line connecting 
both vents. Such a dual-ventsystem is less subject to sideslip and 
slipstream effects. Checks should be made for the effect of flaps and
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for. freedom from the effects of movable armament, For multiengirie air
-
planes, a dual—vent system can sometimes be located on the nose, forward 
of the propeller plane. 
LAG IN PRESSURE-4IEASURfl(G SYSTE24S 
In addition to the pressure deviations at the prossure.-ineasuring 
instrument due to the geometry of the pitot—static arrangement and inter
-
ference from neighboring bodies, errors due to lag may occur. When 
changing pressures are involved., both the finite speed of pressure propa-
gation and the pressure drop associated with flow through the tubing 
introduce a lag in pressure at the indicating or recording end of the 
measuring system. In some instances the error can be serious. In dives, 
for example, lag tends to make.the pressure altitude at any time too 
large, whereas the airspeed may be made either too large or too small 
in accordance with the relative amounts of lag in the total—pressure and 
static—pressure systems. Furthermore, airspeed errors throughout a dive 
and pull—out may not always be in the same direction. 
As long as lag errors are smaller than the other possible errors in 
the instrumentation, recorded or indicated pressure may be assumed equal 
to actual pressure in the interpretation of flight data. On the other 
hand, in attempts to attain greater altitude, speed, and acceleration, 
lag errors which are too large to be acceptable may be encountered. 
The purposes of this section are: to discuss the errors which can 
'be introduced by pressure lag, to summarize the methods for evaluating 
the lag constant, to establish criterions and methods for minimizing the 
errors due to lag, and. to outline a method for correcting flight records 
for the effects of lag, should that be necessary. 
Mathematical Theory 
A general mathematical treatment of the response of a pressure 
capsule and its connecting tubing to a pressure change includes simulta—. 
neous second—order partial differential equations involving the physical 
properties of the air in the measuring system, the viscous damping at 
the walls of the tubing, and. the characteristics of the measuring instru-
ment. Even when the system Is simplified by neglecting the, mechanical 
parts of the instrument, the mathematical treatment is not simple. In 
many respects, however, the performance of a typical airspeed system is 
similar to that of a damped oscillator of one degree of freedom in that 
there are conditions under which resonance may take place (system under—
damped) and other conditions under which it is not possible for resonance 
to occur (system critically damped or overd.aznped.). The mathematics of 
such systems is well—known. Reference 4•2, in which a generalized
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recording instrument is considered, lists solutions for equations of 
the type
m d2p' 
+ B si!. ^ i.!. = p(t)	 (11) 
dt2	 C	 C 
for typical values of the equivalent mass m, viscous damping B, and 
elastic constant i/C, and for different types of forcing function p(t). 
Although such solutions cannot be easily used. to find the true pressure 
frQn the indicated pressure, they are useful in showing the general 
nature of the response of an airspeed system under different operating 
conditions. 
Airspeed systems may be resonant (unclerdampea) when tubing is short 
and the altitude low. If buffeting or oscillatory pressures are being 
measured, an underdamped system will exaggerate the amplitude of the 
oscillation although mean values are usually given correctly. Whenever 
the value of a steady pressure changes to scmie other value, a damped 
transient oscillation Is introduced. Solutions of equation (ii) mdi-
cate, however, that for pressures changing at a constant rate the rate 
of pressure change Is reproduced correctly after the transient is damped 
out and the Indicated pressure lags behind the true pressure by a tine 
dependent upon the product of B and C for the system. 
For most conditions under which airspeed Is measured, the system 
is critically damped. or overdamped. In these Instances too, for constant 
rates of pressure change after the transient has died out, the Indicated 
pressure lags behind the true pressure by an amount determined by the 
product RC. Thus in all cases, for constant rates of pressure change, 
the system behaves as if the mass were zero and could be described by 
the relation
RC .L + p' = p(t)	 (12) 
at, 
The assumption that equation (12) can be applied to an airspeed system 
for conditions other than constant rates of change leads to a simple 
method of correcting pressure data. This method depends only on the 
indicated pressure p', the rate of change of indicated pressure, and 
the product BC which is the "lag constant" X.. 
Another factor which is often important in airspeed measurements 
may be termed the,
 "acoustic lag" T. A pressure disturbance at one end 
of a tube does not roach the other end until a time has elapsed equal to
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the length of the tube divided by the speed of pressure propagation 
(sound) in the tube. Thus, in general: 
L (13) a 
A satisfactory approximation for
	
—inch inside—diameter rubber tubing 
lb 
is that a = 1000 feet per second. 
The acoustic lag acts simply as a 8hift in phase; therefore a more 
generally applicable form of equation (12) is 
dp'(t + T) 
	
p(t) = p'(t + •r) + A.	 (l1)
dt 
Equation (lii. ) states that the true pressure at airy time t is equal to 
the indicated pressure at the corresponding time t + T plus the product 
of A. and the rate of change of indicated pressure at the time t +-r. 
The applicability of the approximations involved in equation (1li) 
to pressure xnasurements in flight is illustrated by an extreme case in 
figure 7. The lower solid line is the recorded pressure p'(t) during 
a pressure surge of 60 Inches of water per second or a simulated dive at 
a rate of 11,000 feet per second fran a base pressure altitude of 
35,000 feet as recorded by an NACA airspeed recorder through 80 feet 
of ..g_inch inside—diameter rubber tubing. The upper solid line Is the 
true pressure p(t) as measured simultaneously by a similar recorder 
with no tubing. Note that the indicated—pressure rise began T seconds 
after the start of the true—pressure rise. The curve labeled p'(t + T) 
represents the indicated pressure shifted in phase r seconds toward 
the origin. The curve labeled corrected pressure was obtained by 
dp'(t + T) 
adding A.
	
	 to p'(t + T), the value of A. being determined 
dt 
by the methods outlined in the section entitled "Determination of Lag 
Constant by Experimental Methods. t' The nature of the original pressure 
change has been determined, with satisfactory precision ñ'orn the 
recorded pressure and a imowledge of the system. If the acoustic lag is 
small, the phase shift represented by the dashed line could be oniittd 
and equation ( 114-) becomes (as In references 14Q and 14-6) 
dp' (t) 
	
p(t)-= p'(t) + A.	 (15) 
dt
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As shown in reference 1i6, equation (12) or (15) can be derived and 
the lag constant	 can be simply computed. on the basis of the assump-
tions that pressure changes take place according to the adiabatic law, 
that the Hagen—Poiseuille law describes the viscous forces (and thus the 
flow is laminar), that the distributed resistances and volumes of the 
system can be lumped together in a total resistance R and a total 
capacitance C, and that in and , 7 may be ignored. The following 
relations then apply:
(16) 
	
= 32L	
(17) 
D2A 
C	 (18) 
rigid	 'p 
v0+Byp Ve 
C la ti =	 = -	 (18a) 
	
7p	 .7p 
Equation (18) applies to rIgid containers, equation (l8a) to 
elastic containers such as aneroid capsules for which the volume may be 
taken as a linear function of the pressure: 
dv 
v = v0 + p - = V0 + Bp 
The equivalent rigid volume, that is, the volume of a rigid con-
tainer having the same capacitance as the elastic container, can be 
expressed as follows:
	
Ve=vo+Byp	 (19) 
Since
B=.!	 (20) dp 
in the limiting case, equation (18a) reduces to equation (18) as 
B approaches zero.
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In the application of relations for R and. C to a particular 
installation, values of p and. it should. be used. which correspond to 
the pressure and. temperature at which measurements are made. For com-
parison of pressure–iiieasuring systems It is convenient to use values 
of p and i corresponding to sea–level conditions in the standard 
atmosphere, in which case the lag constant is denoted by Xo. A con-
sistent system of units must be used. Where necessary to distinguish 
between dimensions of tubing and aneroid capsule, the subscripts t 
and a, respectively, are used and the subscript c refers to the air 
space in the case surrounding the capsule. 
The constant y is included in equations (18), (18a), and. (19) 
through the assumption that pressure changes take place adiabatically. 
In the absence of experimental data on the speed of sound in tubing of' 
small diameter, the Isothermal relation, that Is, y = I (as used in 
reference 40), which makes use of a diminished speed of sound, can be 
assumed to apply to such tubing since the amount of gas next to the 
inner surface is a large proportion of the total amount. With tubing 
of L_inch Inside diameter, unpublished tests at the Langley Laboratory 
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indicate that the adiabatic relation more nearly applies for the pressure 
changes encountered in airspeed measurement. 
For a pressure measuring instrument and the connecting tubing, the 
general relation ) = RC becomes
32.iL/"t + Va 
= 
R(C + Ca) 
= D2A	 YP -) 
In the development given In reference 1i0, Vt has been neglected 
as being small compared with Va. This solution leads to an expression 
in which . varies inversely as the fourth power of the tubing diameter. 
Such ai expression does not apply to typical NACA recording instruments 
or others of small volume, or to standard panel instruments with long 
connecting tubing. 
Substituting LA for Vt and VA/A for Va in equation (21) 
results in the following equation for use with aircraft instruments: 
?L	
32-tL2	 V 
-	 1^—i 
D2yp	 LA!
(21)
(22) 
In the application of equation (22), since v/A has the dimension 
length, the Instrument volume can be conveniently expressed as v/A feet
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of equivalent tube length. For instruments of small volume a convenient 
approximation for equation (22) is obtained by ignoring the parenthetical 
/	 v"2 part of the expression and substituting for L the value 	
+ -) 
(See reference 46.) The value v should be determined by equation (19) 
with allowance for the elasticity of the capsule. Often, as stated in 
reference 40, no allowance need be made for elasticity, but for capsules 
of high sensitivity the increase in effective volume due to the term Byp 
may be large as shown in the following table: 
I	 Equivalent Equivalent 
Rated capsule Equivalent Equivalent
tube length tube length 
sensitivity rigid volume rigid volume
at sea level at 30,000 ft 
i--inch (In. 'H2o) at sea level at 30,000 ft (rt of h-Inch (rt of 16 (t3 ) (rt3) I.D. tubing) I.D. tubing) 
5 27.5 x l0 9.0 x l0 14.4 4.7 
10 14.3 5.1 7.5 2.7 
20 7.8 4.1 4.1 2.1 
30 5.6 2.5 2.9 1.3 
50 3.8 2.0 2.0 1.0 
75 3.0 1.7 1.6 .9 
100 
_______________________________________________________
2.5 
_____________________________________________________
1.6 
_______________________________________________________
1.3 
____________________________________________________________
.8 
____________________________________________________________ I
Values In the foregoing table were computed from equation (19). 
The constant B Is computed from the capsule diameter (i 	 in.' on 
\16	 / 
the assumption that the rated pressure corresponding to a deflection of 
0,040 Inch at the center of the capsule causes it to expand as a cone. 
The value 1.2 x l0	 feet3 for the volume v0 Is applicable to
NACA instrument capsules. For the case surrounding the capsule 
= 7.5 x •10	 feet3 
Values of lag constant at sea level.- The value of 	 under sea-
level conditions for a number of Instruments and. instrument combinations 
has been plotted: in fIgure 8 as a function of length of --Inch inside-. 
16 
diameter tubing. Values of A. for NACA recording instruments are 
derived from equation (22) by use of representative values for va/A 
of 1 foot and for	 of 4 feet for the capsule and case, respectively. 
Values used for the volume of the standard panel instruments are as 
follows:
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Instrunient Volume (cu ft) 
Altimeter 80 X 10-k 
Airspeed indicator: 
Total-pressure side io 
Static-pressure side 55 
Mach meter - static-pressure side 100
Approximate values of 
o for other tube diameters D can be found by 
multiplying values of X0
 (from fig. 8) by the ratio (3/16)2 where 
the value of D is given in inches. 
For use in determining the acoustic lag T for any length of

tubing, the diagonal straight line has been included in figure 8. Values 
of i- are based on the approximation that the speed of sound in ----1nch 
16 
inside-diameter tubing is 1000 feet per second. 
Although values of
	 for a particular installation as determined 
from figure 8 may not be directly applicable to surges when the installa-
tion is in an underdaniped condition, they will be applicable to steady 
changes of pressure after the transient oscillation has died out. When 
the value of 
'o is corrected for the variation of p and 	 with 
altitude, for most airspeed systems >.. ^ T; thus the system is either 
critically damped or overda.niped. and this corrected value of X may be 
applied directly to flight data through use of equations (1 1.4. ) or (15). 
Variation of lag constant with altitude.- Equations (17) and (18) 
for R and C indicate that ) will increase with increasing altitude 
(decreasing pressure) and that it will decrease with decreasing viscosity 
(decreasing temperature). Most experimental methods for measuring ) 
that simulate different pressure altitudes do not involve changes in 
temperature. The relation between values of ? obtained under such 
conditions of simulated pressure altitude and the value of
	 under
standard sea-level conditions can be expressed as 
-	
(23) 
For flight conditions the relation is
p0
(2k) 
p it0 
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Values of	 frc4n eq.uations (23) and (211. ) have been plotted in 
figure 9 as functions of pressure altitude for the standard atmosphere 
by using values of viscosity taken fron referonce 10. 
Determination of Lag Constant by Experimental Methods 
Although the lag constants of a total— or static—pressure Installa-
tion may be calculated with satisfactory accuracy when the geonetry of 
the system and the reference pressure are known, It Is often desirable 
to determine ).. by experiment. Methods are available that depend upon 
measurements of the response when an instantaneous pressure change (step 
function) of magnitude Api takes place or when the rate of pressure 
change can be controlled. Since X Increases markedly with altitude, 
laboratory tests are best mad. under conditions of pressure altitude 
corresponding to the highest altitude at which flight tests will be made. 
Laminar—flow condition.— In the measurement of' A., the basic 
assumption that the flow is laminar should not be violated. As shown in 
reference 4.0 the relation between pressure drop, Reynolds number, and the 
dimensions of the tubing may be expressed as: 
D3 Ap - 322 Re
	 (25) 
L	 p 
Since laminar flow in a straight tube cannot be assumed for values 
of Re much greater than 2000, equation (25) may be written as a condi-
tion for laminar flow: 
At sea level
Api < 7.2 x i07 
L -
	 D3 
At 50,000 feet
IAPI < 30 x 
L = D3
(in. ao/t)	 (26a) 
(in. H20/ft)	 (26b) 
For i--inch (0.0156 ft) inside—diameter tubing the requirement therefore 
16 
is that the step function should not exceed 0.19 inch of' water per foot 
of tubing at sea level or 0.8 inch of water per foot at 50,000 feet.
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The limitation expressed in equation (25) can be extended to an 
arbitrary pressure variation by using the value of tp from equation (15), 
by making the conservative substitution of dp/dt for dp'/dt, and by 
using the value of A. from equation (22) as follows: 
<20O0ILaA	 (27)
dtD(v+LA) 
Whence, at sea level,
< i8oA	 (in. E20/sec)	 (27a)
d.t D(v + LA) 
and for a small capsule volume for which v << LA, 
(in. ff20 / eec)	 (27b)dt = LD 
In the determination of A. by methods (2) and (3) of the following 
section, much higher values of dp/dt than those encountered in flight 
may be used without exceeding conditions f or laminar flow. 
Theoretical basis for measurement.— Three simple methods of 
measuring A. are based on the solution of equation (15) for different 
initial conditions and on the assumption that equation (15) applies 
exactly to the particular installation. In the measurement of pressure 
differences or elapsed times it will usually be necessary to allow for T 
as outlined in connection with the discussion of figure 7 in the section - 
entitled "Mathematical Theory." The three methods are as follows: 
(1) When the applied pressure is changed instantaneously from p1. 
to p2
 (step function), the indicated pressure changes as an exponential function of time:
_____ —t/A. 
=e 
p2 p1 
or
= 1 - e
	 (28)
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When the applied pressure is changed Instantaneously, therefore, A. Is 
the number of seconds in which the difference between the indicated and 
applied pressures Is reduced to l/e (0.368) times its initial value. 
(2) Solution of equation (15) for a constant rate of change of pres-
sure (references 14.0 and 42) shows that, when the applied pressure has been 
changing at a constant rate for a time long enough for conditions to 
become steady, A. is the number of seconds between the time when the 
applied pressure attains a given value and the time when the indicated 
pressure reaches this value. 
(3) EquatIon (15) provides the basis for a method of determining A.; 
that is, when the applied pressure is any arbitrary function of time, 
A. is the difference between applied and indicated pressures divided by 
/	 _-Tthe rate of change of indicated pressure fA. = 
\	 dp'/dt 
Any value of lag constant determined on the basis of the foregoing 
methods is applicable for the temperature and base pressure of' the test 
but should be corrected to sea—level conditions by means of either equa-
tion ( 214. ) or figure 9 in order to obtain a value of A.0 for use in the 
analysis of flight data. All the methods are subject to the limitations 
that the equivalent mass and. acoustic lag of the system have been ignored 
and that equation (15) has been applied to a system that is a damped 
oscillatory system. Although usually justified as a practical step in 
airspeed measurement, the assumption of the applicability of equation (15) 
is not valid for the transient oscilla.tion observed when a step function 
is applied to an underdainped system (A. < r). Although a value of lag 
constant A. can be determined from the oscillation by other methods (see 
reference 42) it would not differ greatly fran a value obtained fran 
equation (22) or figure 8. If, for sucha system, lag cannot be ignored 
as a source of error, either the step function should he applied at a 
pressure altitude sufficiently great to make the system critically damped 
or overd.ainped or method (2) should be used. 
Procedure for use with Indicating instruments.— For the static line 
and connected instruments, the lag constant L may be determined by 
applying a step function
	 to the altimeter system
	 and by timing the 
change in indicated altitude with a stop watch to l/e (0.368) times the 
initial step value. If Eh is 500 feet, A. is the time required for 
a decrease of 316 feet. Alternatively, if sufficient suction is applied 
at the static orifices to give a reading of 100 miles per hour at the 
airspeed indicator, A.,. Is the time required for a decrease 'to 61 miles 
per hour, or one—half the time for a decrease to 37 miles per hour when 
the suction is suddenly released. For a group of instruments connected 
by short tubes and then to acominon orifice, the volumes are additive, 
and.	 determined from any instrument applies to all.
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For the total-pressure system, the lag constant may similarly 
be found by applying a pressure to the pitot orifice sufficient to give 
a reading of 100 mIles per hour at the airspeed indicator and by timing 
the change in indication as for the static line. Because of the small 
volume of the airspeed capsule, ) ordinarily Is much less than 
For instruments of small volume with short lines, a step function 
large enough to ensure accurate measurements snetinies cannot be applied 
without violating the Reynolds number criterion of equation (26). In 
such cases, several different step functions can be used and a plot 
of ). against the size of the step, when extrapolated to zero step, 
gives a usable result (reference 14.7). 
Procedure for use with photographic records.- The basic procedure for 
determining ).. is to apply to the open end of the system a known suction, 
to release it, and to determine from the film record the time required 
for the initial difference to fall to l/e (0.368) times Its initial 
value, or one-half the time to fall to 13 percent of the initial value. 
The film speed should be as high as possible and provision should be made 
for placing timing impulses on the record. When necessary,
	 may be 
determined for a range of step function, and extrapolated to zero step. 
Use of an arbitrary pressure variation for determining ) requires 
two instruments that may record either on one film or on separate films 
with simultaneous time records. The two instruments should be connected 
to the same source of pressure variation through a Y-connector. One 
connection, as shortas possible, is assumed to measure the true pressure 
at any instant; the other instrument and connecting line show the effects 
of •both pressure and acoustic lag. Time histories of the two records 
give values of p PS, and dp'/dt these values substituted in equa-
tions (lii. ) or (15) yield values of A.. 
Corrections of FlIght Data for Lag 
Pressure-altitude and static-pressure measurements.- During a change 
of altitude a time record is secured of p', the measured static pres-
sure. The error due to lag Lp in assuming that p' is equal to p, 
the pressure at the static pressure orifices, may be written 
p'-p=-A.	 A. dp' 
P dt - 'Po5
	
= Ap	 (29) 
Equation (29) shows that the error is directly proportional to dp'/dt 
and increases with altitude. In the evaluation of Lp for the correc-
tion of pressure data, the rate of pressure change dp'/dt along with p'
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18 determined frcn the flight records. Values of />c (fig. 9) corre-
sponding to p' instead of to p may usually be used without intro-
ducing errors greater than the uncertainty in the correction itself. 
Sometimes a method of successive approximations must be used. A chart 
such as figure 10 offers a simple method of evaluating equation (29).

	
The lines that represent the term
	 in equatIon ( 29) have been 
labeled with the value of pressure altitude to which they are applicable. 
The error due to lag in static-pressure or pressure-altitude deter-
mination for a particular rate of descent may be determined In advance. 
The basic differential relation between pressure and altitude in the 
atmosphere dp = -pgd.h may be written by means of the gas laws in terms 
of rate of change as:
	
ldp	 1 dii 
	
pdt	 RTdt 
In terms of sea-level temperature T0
 and any other temperature, equa-
tion (30) is equivalent to
(31) 
pdt	 RT0T dt
	 T dt 
Substituting values of A. and dp/dt from equations (24) and (31), 
respectively, in equation (29) gives: 
(pt - p ) = 1.47 x 102	 dh (in. 112Q)	 (32)
p0Tdt 
Since iT0 /t0T in the standard atmosphere varies between 1.0 and 1.05, 
the error in static pressure at any altitude may be approximated by:
(30) 
(P t - p )	 0.015	 (in. R20)	 (33) 
where dh/dt will have negative values during a dive.
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Since the magnitude of dh/dt for a fighter airplane rarely exceeds 
800 feet per second during a dive, equation (33) may be written as 
^p
12 
This equation indicates a maximum value for ) 0
 of 0.04 if the error 
in static pressure is to be limited to 0.5 inch of water during very high 
speed dives. 
For standard altimeters, the error in pressure altitude is
(34) 0 o dt 
Equation (31l) indicates that for a constant rate of descent the error 
due to lag increases with altitude; for emmple, the value at 30,000 feet 
is 2.8 times as large as the sea level value, and at 60,000 feet is 
11.1 times as large. (See fig. 9.) 
Impact—pressure measurements.— In reference 40 approximate equations 
for the effect of lag on the readings of an airspeed indicator are 
developed. These equations show that the error is a resultant of 
two terms - a climb term, chiefly a function of changes of static pres-
sure, and an acceleration term associated with changes in speed. Since 
precise evaluation of flight data involves the determination of the 
impact pressure q0 and. the static pressure p and, from the ratio 
the Mach number, a more detailed analysis is needed to show under what 
conditions corrections to flight pressure data may be necessary on account 
of lag. This analysis also gives a basis for planning an instrument setup 
to minimize the errors due to lag. 
Let p denote the static pressure at the static orifices, and 
let H = p + q0 denote the total pressure. At the differential pressure 
recorder a record of
	 is made for which 
= H' - p '
	
(35) 
At the sante time, the altitude record of p' is made independently, 
usually on the same film strip or with an adjacent altimeter. Applying 
equation (15) to equation (35) gives
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111'	 (35a)= H — p — > H — + 
at	 dt 
No record of H' 18 made; but, since at any tline, 
H' = cia ' + p 
then
= dq'	 d.p' 
	
dt	 dt	 d.t 
and equation (35a) beccues 
= H — P + ).	 — s dp'	 ____ 
P at	 d• — H dt	
(35b) 
But H — = q, the true impact pressure, and except for corrections 
due to the flow about the static head which can be made independently, 
the usual assumption that q.' = q0 therefore involves an error due to 
lag
—	 =x	
---	 d.p'	 ___ 
P dt	 >H	
(36) 
The pressure in the total—pressure line Is greater than that in the static 
line by an amount equivalent to 	 or q.'. The lag constant of the 
static—pressure system may be expressed as the following modification of 
equation (214):
Itpo 
= p0 ;;;; = 
For the total—pressure system if second—order effects are disregarded, 
the corresponding expression is
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-x 
'B	 E0
p0 
0q0'
pt 
1
(37) =x110
1+—
pt 
The true impact pressure q 0
 may, therefore, be derived from flight 
records by the following relationship involving measurable quantities: 
= q0' +
	 H0	
+	 ) -	 -	 (38) 
	
/	 dq0"\ 
x 
	
dt	 dti	 °dt 
L' + 
The variation of X/
	 with pressure altitude in the standard atmosphere 
may be obtained from figure 9. 
The rates of pressure change In equation (38) can be expressed in 
terms of M, dM/d.t,
	 and dh/dt. Inthe resulting expression the 
term containing d14/dt is multiplied by a factor
	
	 which Is 
0(M2 + 
approximately equal to 1 at high speed and altitude, the condition under 
which lag is of most significance. Equation (38) may therefore be 
expressed as: 
- q	 ( -	
xH0	
x	 (In. o) (9)- p0 —M \\	
'Pj dt	 Po dtj Po 
	
1	 ___________________________ 
Climb	 Acceleration 
term	 term
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Equation (39) can be used to find out in advance whether for any planned 
maneuver the error in due to lag will exceed any specified standard 
of accuracy. 
The ratio X /PO is significant In determining the relative magni-
tudes of climb and acceleration terms. Equation (39) shows that in rate-
of-climb testing since dN/dt may be Ignored, zero impact-pressure error 
due to lag may be achieved :
 by balancing the lines, that is, by increasing 
A.0 
until - = 1. DurIng dive testing, however, balancing the lines can 
'Po 
result In larger lag errors than those that were present before balancing. 
q'	 q	 /	 \	 q 
During a dive, -s-. = - at the peak Mach number
	 = o) if -= 1+-a, 
p1	 p	 \ dt	 /	 p 
a characteristic of the instrumentation which may be desirable under some 
conditions. 
The Mach number error M' - M which would result from the evaluation 
of	 for any specified maneuver without correction for lag can be 
computed from equations (39), (33), and (1). The error in M that would 
result from the use of such uncorrected data is shown In figure II as the 
time history of £sM during a dive to a Mach number of 0.8, a dive that 
is representative of the performance of high-speed fighter airplanes. 
The error Is shown for a static-pressure system with
	 = 0.1 which 
is representative of panel-type instruments in airplanes of fighter 
size, and for four different values of
	 which range from the

limiting minimum of zero to a maximum of 1.5, the value for which the 
error in Mach number should be zero when M = 0,8 and
	 = 0. The 
dt 
time histories of M for the dive and recovery show large changes in 
magnitude and also changes in sign. In general, if. this dive had been 
performed at a different altitude, the error would have varied approxi-
mately inversely with the static pressure. For example, if the altitude 
had been about 65, 000 feet, the errors would have been about seven times 
as great. The Mach number error is also directly proportional to 
XH0	 0 
as is shown by the dotted-line curve for - = 0.5, X 0
 = 0.5, the 
x.p0 
ordinates for which are approximately five times as great as for the 
solid-line curve for
	 = 0.5,	 0.1. 
The lag errors shown in figure 11 for the condition for .-. = 0.5 
could usually be Ignored If X 0
 0.1. For most practical installations,
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as shown by figure 8, the use of' i-inch inside-diameter tubing is 
required to obtain values of A.PO <0.1. Higher speeds and. altitudes, 
however, necessitate corrections or special care in keeping the lag 
constant small.
Methods for Reducing Lag 
Since correction of flight data for lag effects may involve con-
siderable labor, the lag constants of the total- and. static-pressure 
systems should: be reduced so that no corrections are necessary. In 
order to reduce the length of tubing it may be necessary to relocate 
instruments.. Photo-observers, or automatic-recording instruments may be 
located. in a wing to eliminate a long line from a total- or static-
pressure head. For research purposes separate Installations for the 
pilot's indicating Instruments and the instruments installed in a photo-
observer are often desirable -In order to reduce the volume of instruments 
attached to one line. Extra volume in Instrument cases may be reduced 
with fillers. 
For rate-of--climb or glide testing it may, be desirable to make the 
lag constants of the total- and. static-pressure systems equal. In 
practical applications it is usually necessary to increase the lag 
constant of the total-pressure system. Either length or volume may be 
added, but additional volume in the system does not increase the value 
of T. A quick check for balance is to apply a pressure from a single 
source to both static- and. total-pressure orifices. When this pressure 
is suddenly released, the differential-pressure indication is not steady 
if' the lines are unbalanced.. Little or no advantage is obtained by 
balancing the lines for high-speed dive tests. 
The fact that the increased accuracy that corresponds to low values 
of A. may be offset by the presence of' surges and. transients in an 
underdamped. system must be considered In the desigu of airspeed systems. 
Whether a particular installation Is underdamped can be determined by a. 
comparison of values of T from figure 8 with values of A. obtained 
from the product A.0(A./A.0) from figures 8 and 9. The relation for 
critical damping A. = -r (reference ! 6) may be wrItten by use of equa-
tions (13) and. (22) as
D2a(i 
Lcr=__	
V 'I	
(1o) 
1+— I 
Systems wIth tubing shorter than that given by equation (i-0) are under-
damped; those with longer tubing are overd.amed. The length of tubIng
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far critical damping decreases rapidly with an increase in altitude and 
is 51i., 18, and )4 feet at sea level, 35,000, and 65,000 feet, respectively. 
These values apply to .g-inch inside-diameter tubing and are based on the 
assumption that v may be neglected in equation (hO). 
Because of the small values of Lcr at high altitudes, resonant 
effects are not a problem with the usual airspeed system. For flight at 
low altitudes, in gusts or turbulent air, and. under landing conditions, 
critical damping or overd.amping of both total-pressure and static-pressure 
systems may be desirable since the correction for lag is then not compli-
cated by oscillations that are recorded but not present in the applied 
pressure.
Criterion for Avoiding Lag Corrections 
A simple measure of the error in Mach number resulting from lag 
errors can be based on equations (33) and (39). Since the chief source 
of lag error In the value of	 as determined from flight data is 
the climb term of equations (33) and (39) and since the number and volume 
of instruments on the static-pressure line are usually much greater than 
those on the total-pressure line, X 	 is much smaller than	 A 
convenient approximation is, therefore,
(dii) 15 x 1o3o\_	
.	 (l) 
qc' =	 + 
p - 15 x	
- (
dh'\ 
The ratio of the climb term to the static pressure determines M' - 
the amount that the measured Mach number varies from the correct Mach 
number. If the rate of altItude change is ecpressed In terms of Mach 
number, speed of sound, and dive angle (
	
Ma sin	 then from equa-
tlon (6a) the following relation can be obtained: 
LM < 2.15	 (2 +
	
sin e 
where a Is in feet per second and p Is In inches of water.
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The error in Mach number depends only slightly on the absolute value 
of M. An average high—speed value of 0.8 may therefore be used. Since 
this expression for AM gives a maximum value for Mach number error and 
the effect of acceleration 18 to reduce the magnitude, or to change the 
sign, the. following expression may be written for the maximum error In 
Mach number due to lag during a dive: 
12a x l0 
AM <
	
	
>'Po sin e	 (i.2)p 
Equation (1.2) is shown graphically in figure 12 for a range of pressure 
altitude from 0 to 60,000 feet and for four different values of dive 
angle. 
A quick estimate of the need for lag corrections can be made as

follows: Select from. fIgure 8 a value of
	 applicable to the instru-
ment Installation, With this value of 
o and with maximum values for 
pressure altitude and dive angle, a value of Mach number error AM can 
be obtained from. figure 12. If this value of AM Is smaller than the 
desired precision for the contemplated flight—test program, corrections 
for lag may be omitted in the analysis of flight data. If the value 
of AM is too large, and a more detailed analysis made by using equa-
tions (33) and (39) gives errors that are too large, the lag constants 
of the system can be reduced, 
PRESSURE INSTRUMEITS 
The Instruments used in recording or Indicating the pressures of a 
pitot—etatic arrangement are subject to a variety o± mechanical errors, 
many of which may be large in comparison with the precision of airspeed 
and Mach number measurement that is desirable In research, In this 
section, the sources and magnitudes of these errors are discussed, 
together with methods for their reduction or elimination. 
Since the operation of these instruments is based on the elastic 
properties of metal capsules, a main source of error is the property of 
elastic lag common to all stressed materials that makes the deflection 
for any pressure change depend on the magnitude, direction, and rate of 
the change, as well as upon the direction, magnitude, and. rate of previous 
changes. All the effects of this property are defined in terms of the 
experiments by which they are measured and are usually biown as hysteresis, 
after effect, recovery, and drift. 
Hysteresis Is the difference between the instrument readings for a 
given pressure cycle when a given pressure is reached by increasing the
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pressure and when that pressure is reached by decreasing it. Linkage 
friction present must be eliminated by vibration. The difference 
remaining immediately upon return to the initial pressure is called 
after effect. The after effect decreases with time; this change Is 
called recovery. If an Instrument Is subjected to a change of pressure 
and the new pressure is held constant, the reading of the instrument, in 
general, varies with time. This change In reading is called drift. The 
drift Is positive if the reading continues to change in the same direction 
as during the pressure change. The local sensitivity of an Instrument is 
the change In reading with respect to a change in pressure. 
Temperature error is the change in the Indication of the Instrument 
due solely to a change in Instrument temperature. In instruments not 
compensated for temperature, the error is only secondarily due to a change 
in size of the parts and is the result chiefly of change in the elastic 
modulus of the diaphragm material (reference 52). This error In indica-. 
tion Is about 0.02 percent per °F for most metallic diaphragm materials. 
Temperature compensation Is built into modern Instruments, and the 
residual error varies for Individual instruments. 
Friction error is the change in indication when the instrument is 
tapped after a change of pressure In the absence of vibration. It is a 
measure of any binding or sticking of the instrument parts. 
Acceleration error is the change in Indication per g of acceleration. 
This error is usually greatest in a direction normal to the plane of the 
instrument diaphragm. A special case of acceleration error is sometimes 
called position error, the difference between the reading of the instru-
xnent when held In any one position and tapped and the reading at any 
other position. It Is a ieasu.re of both play in the parts and static 
unbalance. 
Vibration error; as considered In the present paper, is the change 
In reading resulting from a shift in the midpoint of the indicator oscil-
lation due to instrument-panel vibration. It Is evidence of nonlinearity 
in a system. 
Zero shift is the change in the zero point of the calibration due 
to the gradual release of fiber stress In the diaphragm material. In a 
wel1-nade instrument, this effect is small and normally does not change 
the shape of the calibration curve. With instrument use there may also 
be zero shift due to wear of the component parts, 
In instrument manuals the quantity called scale error usually refers 
to an over-all measure of' both hysteresis and the adjustment of the
11.0
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linkage with which the proper relation between diaphran deflection and 
pointer deflection is secured. By proper calibration the hysteresis and 
the correction for linkage adjuetnient can be determined. Scale error 
therefore is not considered In the aforementioned, sense in the present 
paper. 
An instrument Is said to be rested if it has, for all practical 
purposes, been subjected to no pressure change In the previous 2 or 
more hours. An Instrument is put into the cyclic state (reference 55) 
by subjecting it to a number of cycles (about 5) of pressure change. 
The magnitude of the cycle defines the range of pressure for which the 
cyclic state exists. The effect of the cyclic state lasts about 1 hour. 
Although all pressure Instruments for aircraft are subject to these 
errors to some extent, the property of elastic lag is a more serious 
source of error in altimeters than in airspeed indicators because of the 
large mechanical multiplication In altimeters between capsule and pointer 
deflection.
The Airspeed Indicator 
In accordance with the formula by which airspeed indicators are 
calibrated (see references 10 and 51) a change in indication of 1 mile 
per hour corresponds to a change In Impact pressure (sensitivity measured 
in inches of water) as given for various indicated airspeeds in the fol-
lowing table: 
Indicated airspeed, mph iooj 200J 300 14.00J 500 600 700 
in. 1120 0.10 J0.21 0.32 0.11.5 o.60 0.79 i.oJ
The possible magnitude of errors that may be encountered in airspeed 
indicators in service together with methods for their elimination or 
reduction is given in table I, which is based on values from instrument 
handbooks and specifications. Although available cnmercIa1 instruments 
are likely to be more accurate than the values in table I indicate, 
careful Instrument selection and calibration at frequent intervals are 
necessary if a precision of ±0.5 inch of water is to be achieved in the 
measurement of differential pressure. 
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TABLE I.- INSTRUMENT ERRORS - AIRSPEED INDICATORS 
Type Magnitude Method of correction or elimination 
•Hysteresis 3 mph to 0.2 mph Select 1nstreütwith low hysteresis' 
FrIction ±3.5 mph Provide eu!ficient instrument-panel 
vibration 
Position and Up to 3 mph per g Calibrate over, range of indicated dir-
acceleration speed and	 g;	 mount so that axis of 
high sensitivity to acceleration is 
axis of small airplane acceleration 
Temperature ±3.5 mph for 80° C Calibrate at temperatures of expected 
(l1.14.O
 F) temperature use or over range of temperature and 
change interpolate 
Readability ±0.. 5 mph 
Vibration ±2.5 mph Check for excessive Instrument-panel 
vibration; adjust exposure time of 
photo recorders to include at least 
one ccnplete oscillation of needle 
The Altimeter 
Aircraft altimeters are calibrated In accordance with the relation 
between pressure altitude and static pressure expressed in standard 
tables such as those in reference l . or 10. Errors of ±100 feet or 
±0.5 inch of water at different altitudes correspond to errors in pres-
sure or altitude, respectively, as shown In the following table: 
Pressure altitude, 
h 
(ft)
Ap/p 
for	 = ±100 ft 
(percent)
for	 Ap = ±0.5 in. H20 
(ft) 
0 ±0.36 ±31. 
5,000 ±.37 ±39 
10,000 .±.39 
20,000 ±.2 ±6k. 
30,000 ±.5 ±91 
f0,000 ±.i7 
50,000 ±J17 ±220 
60,000 ±.7 ±360 
70,000 ±.7 ±580
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The possible magnitude of errors that may be encountered in sensi-
tive altimeters in service is given in table II (adapted from refer-
ence 52).
TABLE II.— INSTRUMEIT ERRORS - SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS 
Type
Magnitude 
50,000—foot 35,000—foot 
______________________________________ altimeters altimeters 
Hysteresis, ft 
For 32,000 ft pressure 
cycle at 1000 ft/mm 
At 20,000 ft 250 150 
At 12,000 ft 200 100 
For 300 ft deviations from 
sea level 30 50 
Drift at 32,000 ft, ft 
In 30 sec 25 10 
From 30 sec to 10 iain 15 10 
From 30 sec to 5 hr i.0 
After effect, ft 90 65 
Recovery, ft 
During 30 sec 25 15 
During 1 hr li.0 25 During 5 days 55 
During 21 days 75 55 
Friction and vibration, ft Up to ±20 Up to ±20 
Zero shift, in 50 days, ft
—10
—10 
Readability, ft ±5 ±5 
Acceleration, ft/g Up to ±10 Up tc ±10 
Temperature 
At sea level, ft/°F ±0.5 ±0)4 
At an altitude above 5000 ft, 
ft/ft °F ±0.00015 ±0.00007
The elastic—lag errors in table II are based on unpublished results 
of tests at the National Bureau of Standards; in these tests pressure 
and deflection were measured without interrupting the change to make the 
measurement, thus conditions of actual use are more nearly realized. The 
hysteresis errors are about twice as large as expected on the basis of 
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previous test methods. The values for hysteresis, drift, after effect, 
and recovery are based on the average of four rested altimeters of each 
of the two altitude ranges for a pressure cycle of 32,000 feet at 
1000 feet per minute, with a drift period of approximately 5 hours at 
32,000 feet. These values are given to show order of magnitude and 
should not be used as corrections since individual instruments may show 
irregular departures fran the average of as much as 35 percent. 
For precision airspeed measurements and especially in flight 
calibration of airspeed installations by fly—by methods, utmost care is 
both essential and justified in the preparation and use of altimeter 
calibrations. 
Temperature error may be eliminated by selection of a temperature—
compensated instrument with very smell residual error. Except for 
elastic—lag effects, most of the errors can be readily allowed for or 
can be reduced by careful Instrument adjustment and selection. 
Since elastic—lag errors depend so greatly on previous instrument 
history, a calibration can be used with more confidence if there is a 
similarity between conditions of use and of calibration. If a rested 
instrument is used, successive hysteresis loops will not be identical, 
and calibrations can be obtained accordingly. Since the hysteresis, 
drift, after effect, and recovery, in general, increase with the range 
of pressure change, the range of the calibration can be adjusted to the 
maximum pressure altitude of any planned flight or series of flights. 
If small changes In altitude Indication are important, as in runs past a 
reference landmark, a special calibration should. be  made since for small 
changes in pressure Individual altimeters often exhibit marked variations 
in local sensitivity. If the altimeter is in the cyclic state both for 
calibration and flight test, hysteresis can be reduced about 50 percent 
and after effect, about 75 percent. (See reference 55.) 
For some purposes measurements of pressure altitude must be con— - 
verted to true altitude. True altitude can be derived from pressure 
altitude if corrections are made for ground temperature, departure from 
the constant lapse rate, moisture content of the air, and the mean local 
value of gravity. Methods of making these corrections are outlined in. 
reference 55.
NACA Instruments 
The pressure—recordIng instruments used at the laboratories of 
the NACA are much like those shown in figure 23 of reference 51, except 
that a corrugated metal capsule has been substituted for the stretched 
diaphragm. The capsule defleátlon i multiplied by a stylus—hairspring-
mirror arrangement and readings are made of the record of a light trace 
on a oving photographic :fj]. A wide range of sensitivities is available, 
so that the Instrument rnge . can be adapted to the maximum pressure to be
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measured. Multiple-mirror instruments are available to expand the scale. 
The pressures in two or more cells may be recorded on the same film. A 
reference line is recorded on the film by means of an auxiliary fixed 
mirror which eliminates shifts in the film drum as a source of error. 
Several instruments are correlated by means of a time signal recorded on 
each film. The natural frequency of the mechanical parts is 100 cycles 
per second. or more so that inertia effects may be ignored. Hysteresis 
18 made small by selection of capsules with favorable elastic-lag
	 - 
proper-ties. Temperature-compensated instruments are available. By 
individual calibration of each capsule in an airspeed installation, 
errors from hysteresis, temperature, and acceleration effects may be 
either made negligible, or allowed for in evaluating data. 
TEMPERATURE MASURP}IERTS 
Temperature measurements are essential in the conversion of pitot-
static pressure data to true airspeed. Since instruments which measure 
directly the true free-air temperature in flight are not available, this 
quantity must be computed. The accuracy of the result is governed by 
the accuracy with which the recovery factor of the temperature probe is 
known, the accuracy of the Mach number, and. the calibration of the indi-
cating or recording instrument. In this section the sources and magni-
tudes of errors, and the evaluation of temperature data are discussed. 
Sources of Error 
Important sources of error in free-air temperature measurement are: 
(a) Variation In the recovery factor of the temperature probe due 
to the incomplete conversion of kinetic energy into thermal effects as 
affected by:
(1) Probe design 
(2) Local velocity 
(3) Local angle of flow (it) Free-stream velocity 
(b) Errors due to lag 
(c) Errors of the measuring apparatus caused by 
(1) Temperature effects on springs, resistances, bearings, and 
magnets 
(2) Acceleration error, zero shift, vibration error, friction 
error, and hysteresis 
() Electrical effects such as changes in voltage, contact or 
lead resistance, and local magnetic field 
(a) Radiation to or from surroundings or sun 
(e) Conduction to or from surroundings
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Other errors such as those due to heating caused by electric—current 
flow, probe contamination, and so forth are generally small and may be 
neglected.	 - 
Velocity effects.— Sources of error due to velocity effects may be 
the largest and most difficult. to remove by calibration. As shown by a 
number of investigators, the temperature T' indicated by a thermometer 
in a gas stream of relative velocity V is larger than the true free—
stream temperature T. For a thermometer that brings the air to rest at 
a stagnation point without heat transfer the indicated temperature is the 
total temperature of the gas TT and the thermometer registers the full 
adiabatic rise:
TT_T=7_V2=7_lTM2=O.2TM2
	 () 
2yRg	 2 
Equation ( Ji.3) is not limited to M < 1.0 but is applicable to supersonic 
flight speeds. 
Thermc*iieter probes of the stagnation type have been developed that 
register the full adiabatic rise, or very nearly all of it (ieferences 65 
and 80). Many of the thermometers in use on aircraft, however, are not 
of the stagnation type. On the basis of theoretical considerations 
references 62 and 71 show that for laminar flow over a thin plate parallel 
to the air stream, in which case the air is brought to rest by friction 
at the plate surface, the temperature rise is, to a close approximation, 
Tf - T = - V2 .(pr)V2	 (i) 
2yRg 
The Prandtl number Pr has a theoretical value of
	 . For air under 
97 - 5 
standard conditions (y = l.1.i.), Pr = 0.737 and equation () can be 
written
Tf - T = 0.858 - V2 = o.858(o.2TM2)	 () 2gRy 
Within the limits of experimental error, equation (1. i.5) is confirmed 
by wind—tunnel tests (references 69 and 80) as applicable to an object of
14.6
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small diameter such as a thermometer bulb parallel to the air stream 
under conditions of a laminar boundary layer. When temperature is 
measured in flight, however, the numerical factor in equation (1) may 
be subject to considerable variation. In order to have a convenient 
basis for comparison, a temperature recovery factor K based on equa-
tions (143) and (14.14-) has been defined as: 
K = T' - T 
TTT 
The temperature recovery factor is a measure of the ability of a par-
ticular probe, under particular conditions of flow, to develop the total 
temperature of the gas stream. Values of K between 1.0 and 0.3 have 
been reported for different probes, high values applying to those of the 
stagnation type. Reported values frequently show a variation with 
velocity, and wind-tunnel values may differ from values determined in 
flight. The reason undoubtedly lies in one or several of the factors in 
the following discussion. 
For probes of the plate type, the theoretical value of K = (Pr)'2, 
which should be nearly iniependent of speed and atmospheric condi-
tions, is only applicable to conditions of laminar flow. The results 
of theoretical calculations (reference 70) show that for turbulent 
flow, Re > 5 x i05, K increases with Re and is between (Pr)]/2 
and 1.0. (This result is applicable to the temperature cf a wing or 
fuselage in flight, as is shown in reference 66.) When K is a function 
of Re, it will vary with both speed and altitude. For cylindrically 
shaped probes mounted transversely to the air stream (references 63 
and 70), there are large variations of local velocity over the probe, 
and K varies between 0.76 and 0.83. The minimum value occurs when a 
local Mach number of 1 is reached at the cylinder surface (about M = 0.5) 
and is due to the effect of shock. Because the variation in K is large, 
transverse mounting of temperature probes is not suitable for high-speed 
flight. In supersonic flow, plate-type probes would be in a region 
influenced by shock, and the value of K would be expected to differ 
from that at low speeds. Local variations of the velocity field about 
an airplane may be quite large and can cause an apparent variation in 
the value of K, since local temperature changes in this field take 
place with full adiabatic efficiency but the change from kinetic to 
thermal energy at the probe does not. Apparent variations may also be 
caused by radiation effects, local sources of heat, and changes in air-
plane configuration. 
Probes of the stagnation type, with housings shaped like conventional 
total-pressure heads, show a variation of K with angle of flow and 
ratio i/D similar to the variation of total-pressure defect with angle 
of flow. (See fIg. 2(a).) Such probes are, however, little subject to 
(146)
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apparent changes in the value of K due to local variations in the 
velocity field. Radiation and. conduction errors may be made smaller 
and, since these probes measure total temperature, the measurement is 
not affected by shock. 
Lag errors.— Temperature measurements in flight under conditions of 
changing temperature indication, as in a dive or sudden change of speed 
are in error by an amount determined by the lag conatant of the ther-
mometer. The lag constant may be defined as the time for a suddenly 
applied, temperature difference to fall to 36.8 percent (lie) of its 
initial value. Because most thermometers are of composite construction 
and some parts take longer to reach their final temperature than others, 
a value of 1 percent of the initial value is sometimes given, but 
36.8 percent is used. in the present paper because of its correspondence 
with the value used for pressure lag in the section entitled "Determina-
tion of Lag Constant by Experimental Methods." 
Theoretically, temperature data may be corrected for lag on the 
basis of a relation analogous to equation (i). (See reference 
.i2.) In 
practice, except for small thermocouples under carefully controlled con-
d.itions, the correction is complicated, not only by the correction for 
speed (equations ( i.3), (14.4), and (45)), but also by uncertainty in the 
value of A. which is a function of V. As shown in references 59, 61, 
and 68, X may be. considered to vary directly as the effective volume, 
density, and specific heat of the thermometer materials and inversely as 
the exposed area and surface heat—transfer coefficient -'h between the 
gas and. the probe. As shown in reference 714., for turbulent flow of air 
transverse to a metal cylinder, an average value for Ii can be written 
in the notation of the present paper as 
= 0.26(Re)°6(Pr)°3 
A similar relation applies for flow parallel to streamline shapes. Over 
a wide range of Re the exponent 0.6 can be expected to vary; thus, to 
a first approximation for a limited range of temperature: 
L
- 
n (pV) 
where n has a value between 0.35 and 0.85, this value averaging 
about 0.6 for a range of Re from 1000 to 50,000 and L is a constant 
for the particular probe concerned.
(14.7)
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Thermometers of the plate type will usually have lover values of 
than the stagnation type and are therefore ccxnnouly used in applications 
where low lag is important. The common metal-to-iiietal contact between 
the probe and the metal parts of the airplane should be eliminated. An 
idea of the order of magnitude of the errors in temperature measurement 
due.to lag may-be gained from unpublished . tests at the Langley Laboratory; 
these tests indicate that for a resistance type, cylindrical probe, of a 
sort commonly used on airplanes, mounted transversely to the air flow 
the value of X is 13 seconds at 350 mIles per hour at sea level. Such. 
a probe would be useful therefore only for determining temperatures under 
steady conditions. 
Other errors.- Failure to provide adequate radiation shielding can 
cause a thermometer to read as much as 60 F to 80 F too high. (See 
reference 75.) The shield should be of highly polished metal, unpainted, 
insulated from the bulb, and may well be incorporated In a ventilated 
housing for the conventional resistance bulb or other temperature sensi-
tive element. Radiation shielding is of less importance when an under-
wing mounting is used since sunlight strikes the bulb only when the sun 
Is near the horizon. The effect of solar radiation may vary for flight 
Into and away from the sun and with the Intensity of the radiation. The 
effect is smaller at high speeds or high atmospheric densities. 
Fluctuations in the free-air temperature are frequently large at 
any one-altitude below 20,000 feet, although their existence may be 
masked by the lag of instrument installations. At 5000 feet, variations. 
of 50 F have been observed in one locality, the variations dropping at 
10,000 feet to 20 F. These variations can be a source of error In cali-
bration and in temperature data drawn from temperature-altitude surveys. 
In electrical methods a milllammeter is used to measure the degree 
of unbalance in the bridge circuit. The possible existence of errors in 
this measurement due to changing voltage supply, cockpit temperature, or 
acceleration should be checked by calibration since the rated scale error 
of even a well-designed instrument may be as much as ±2 percent of the 
midacale absolute temperature. 
Location of Temperature Probe 
Most of the considerations governing the proper location of the 
total-pressure head also apply to the temperature element. If a probe 
of unit recovery factor is available, an underwing position free from 
the effects of slipstream, engine exhaust, and de-icer heating is satis-
factory. If the recovery factor of the probe Is less than unity, depar-. 
tures of the local velocity from the free-stream value should be reduced 
by mounting the probe veil in front of the leading edge of the wing. If 
direct indication, as with a bimetallic probe, is needed, the front tip 
of the nose of two- and four-engine airplanes is usually a satisfactory 
location.	 -
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Whatever the location selected for the therniometer probe, more 
accurate values of free-air temperature can be obtained if a value of 
recovery factor K Is used. which has been previously obtained by a 
flight calibration under conditions of use, as outlined in the section 
entitled "Temperature Installation." 
Evaluation of Free-Air Temperature 
If the recovery factor is known, the true free-air temperature may 
conveniently be determined from flight measurements of Mach number and 
indicated, temperature by means of the chart (fig. 13) that is a graphical 
solution of equation ( Is6). If true airspeed is required, the indicated 
temperature and Mach number may be used directly in the equation: 
=	 M\[yRgT'	 (14.8) 
\11 + 0.2KM2 
for which the solution is given In figure hi.. 
FLIG1P CALIBRATION OF AIRSPKED A11D 
TE24PERATUPE INSTALLATIONS 
In the previous sections, material has been given concerning the 
errors which may be present in the determination of airspeed by pitot-
static arrangements. Some of the sources of error encountered are 
Inherent in the instruments and may be eliminated or allowed for by - 
Instrument selection and calibration. Although the errors caused by lag 
cannot be entirely removed by these means, a method has been given for 
making corrections when such corrections are necessary. There remain, 
however, possible errors in both the total and static pressures due to 
the location of the pitot-static device In the field of flow. These 
errors can best be determined by flight tests. Since the field of flow. 
about an airplane varies with angle of attack and Mach number, the 
errors In both total pressure and static pressure vary with the magnitude 
of these quantities. Similar conditions apply to the determination of 
true temperature from the value of the temperature recovery factor and 
Mach number.
Airspeed Installation 
Methods used. to calibrate airspeed installations may be divided 
Into groups which may be loosely termed:
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(a)The speed—course method in which time to cover a given distance 
is measured 
(b) The suspended—head method in which readings of the airspeed 
system under calibration are referred to those of a suspended static or 
pitot—etatic head. which is either free from error or has known errors 
(c) The pacing method In which the airplane with the Installation 
to be calibrated is flown in formation with one which has an airspeed 
installation already calibrated by method (a), (b), or (d) 
(d.) The altimeter method in which errors are determined from the 
difference between recorded and known pressure heights 
Some advantages and disadvantages of each of these methods have been 
discussed and. the methods described in detail In reference 92. The 
speed—course method is simple when used near the ground but is hazardous 
under these conditions, particularly at speeds near the stall. The 
range of calibration is limited by the top speed. in level flight. 
Attempts to reduce the hazard of the speed-ouree nietliod by testing at 
higher altitudes generally necessitate the use of elaborate timing and 
tracking methods. Corrections for wind and deviations in course are 
necessary and the airspeed obtained is, at best, only an average value. 
The suspended—head method (references 85 and 96) is more accurate 
than the speed—course method, and is especially applicable to stall 
testing. It is the preferred method for low and medium speed8 but the 
obtainable range is limited by instability of the trailing head. For 
the NACA trailing airspeed head this limit Is about 275 miles per hour. 
Because of pressure lag in the long connecting tubing the method Is not 
suitable for maneuvers. For single—seat airplanes an automatic reel that 
simplifies the handling problem is available. This method may be used 
to obtain a direct measurement of the errors at the total— and static—
pressure openings. Instruments of high sensitivity may be used for this 
measurement, thus giving results of high precision. The induced velocity 
In the field beneath and behind the airplane must be allowed for when 
suspended total—pressure head Is used. Tests should be performed In 
stable, smooth air to avoid errors caused by turbulence and wind gradients. 
The pacing method is relatively simple and removes the hazard. of 
low—level flying. The calibration is less accurate, however, than the 
'alIbration of the reference airplane; the speed range is limited by the 
speed range of the reference airplane; and the practical difficulties 
increase when attempts are made to Increase the speed range of the cali
-
bration by performing dives. 
Because of the wide applicability of the altimeter method, especially 
at high speeds, the remainder of this section will be confined to a 
description of this method, and its variations, for the determination of 
errors in the total.and static pressures. The altimeter method may cOn-
veniently be subdivided into four principal variations:,
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(1) Fly by a reference landmark. This variation Is Inherently 
simplest and most accurate, requiring measurement of the fewest quantities, 
but Is limited to the speeds of level flight. 
(2) Fly by a reference airplane. The possible hazard of flight near 
the ground is eliminated, and the calibration can be made at higher values 
of Mach number. 
(3) Dive by a.reference airplane. Calibration at speeds up to the 
terminal velocity of the airplane Is possible, but elaborate instrumenta-
tion Is required. 
( ii. ) Establish reference altitude by radar. Calibration is possible 
at values up to the terminal velocity and. at lift coefficients associated 
with high accelerations. 
Each of variations (2), (3), and ( Ii. ) is dependent on the existence 
and precision of a basic calibration secured by flight past a reference 
landmark (variation (1)) or by some other method. At the Langley Laboratory 
variation (1) is used, supplemented, when necessary, by a combination of 
radar and phototheodolite (variation i)). 
Since errors in total and static pressures vary with the field of 
flow, for a given installation, that is, airfoil section, type of head, 
and location of head, the error would be expected to vary with Mach number 
and lift coefficient or angle of attack. A complete flight calibration 
for experimental purposes therefore involves determination of the errors 
throughout the maneuver envelope. A more limited but frequently adequate 
calibration consists only of alibrating In steady flight at 1 g. Posi-
tion of flaps, landing gear, and movable armament, the power-on and 
power-off conditions can each make enough change in the lift character-
istics of the wing to necessitate special calibration under some conditions. 
Since the purpose of an airspeed calibration is to provide a means 
of correcting data obtained in flight, it is desirable to determine the 
pressure errors in a ratio form to be used in the following equations: 
=	
( -
	
+	
(4.9) 
A _ 
True	 Measured	 Total	 Static 
impact	 impact	 pressure pressure 
	
pressure pressure
	 defect	 defect
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(50) 
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True	 Measured Static Measured 
static	 static pressure Impact 
pressure pressure defect pressure 
Measured values of total-pressure error i and static-pressure error Ap 
are correlated by plots of total-pressure defect AH/q t
 and static-
pressure defect Ap/q. ' as functions of airplane lift coefficient CL 
with uncorrected Mach number as a parameter. The correct values of Mach 
number, true airspeed, and. dynamic pressure may then be determined by

	
inserting the values of
	 and p as obtained from equations (i.9) 
and (,o), respectivej,y, into appropriate equations such as equations (2), 
(14W), and (5), or by using the convenient tables and graphs given in 
reference 10. 
Total-pressure error.- The total-pressure error, in general, is 
small and may usually be neglected. The necessity for a calibration of 
this error can usually be determined from a visual Inspection of the 
pitot tube to determine: (a) the ratio of impact orifice diameter I to 
tube diameter D, (b) the possible angle of flow relative to the tube, 
and (c) whether the tube is located in a region where energy changes are 
introduced by shock or the slipstream. When, on the basis of equation (10) 
and figure 2, a calibration Is deemed. necessary, it is most conveniently 
performed by balancing the tube under calibration against one which has 
negligible error and by measuring the pressure difference. A tube with 
negligible error is one such as is described. in reference 19 mounted. on 
a boom at least 1/3 chord in front of the airfoil and parallel to the 
airfoil chord. In the absence of a shielded total-pressure head, a tube 
with a large ratio i/D or a conventional pitot-static tube on a free-
swivel mount such that the tube faces the relative wind may also be used, 
but stability at high speeds is difficult to achieve with this latter 
arm ngement. 
The instrumentation required in determining total pressure error Is 
relatively simple as it involves only the measurement of acceleration, 
altitude, and impact pressure in addition to the total-pressure differ-
ence. The flights required consist of a series of steady turns or slow 
pull-ups at various speeds in order to cover as wide a range of lift 
coefficient as possible. 
Static-pressure error.- The principal error in most pitot-static 
installations is due to pressure defect at the static openings. An 
accurate static-pressure system depends, therefore, on a static-pressure
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head which does not introduce serious or indeterminate errors over the 
range of Mach number for which flight is contemplated. Since the geometry 
of the head influences to so great an extent the magnitude of the static-
pressure defect, this information should always be determined for a new 
design by wind-tunnel tests, and the heads should be so installed that 
unnecessary changes in the calibration are not introduced by mounting 
studs, screws, and so forth. 
The altimeter method of determining static-pressure defect is funda-
mentally a method in which the defect is determined from the difference 
in static pressure measured at the static orifices and the known pressure 
at a point of reference outside the pressure field of the airplane, which 
reference point the airplane either flies by or dives by. 
The essentials of the altimeter method are illustrated in figure 15. 
A point of reference is established by an airplane of either known or 
unknown airspeed calibration that Is flying at a slow constant indicated 
airspeed V1 1
 and at constant value of indicated pressure altitude 
In general this reference airplane has a static-pressure defect at the 
static orifices, so that although the Instruments show a pressure alti
-
tude h 1
 corresponding to the static pressure
	 r' the airplane is 
flying at a true pressure altitude hpr corresponding to 
' r - 
The airplane to be calibrated is first flown In formation with the ref er-
ence airplane and the readings on both altimeters as well as the distance 
of the airplane above or below the reference airplane are noted. After 
this initial run the airplane Is flown past the reference airplane at 
increasingly higher speeds (V2 , V3, . . . V1 ) and instantaneous nota-
tions or recordings are made in both airplanes of pressure altitude, 
observed relative heights, differential pressure q ' (indicated air-
speed), and acceleration n. The altitude differences obtained (ia'_h1 '\ 
rid 
and (h - hr)b are converted to-pressure errors
	
and -obs- by
means of the equation
Ap = -pg Ah	 (i) 
For altitude differences obtained from altimeters, p is the density 
of the standard atmosphere at the indicated pressure altitude, whereas 
for observed altitude differences, p is the density applicable to the 
pressure and temperature conditions of the test. The value of p may 
be approximate. When the pressure error of the reference airplane Apr 
Is known from a prior calibration, the required static-pressure error. Ap 
may be obtained directly from the equation 
Ap = r + d - APobs	 (52)
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where the signs are conaistant with the definition of error used in the 
present paper, as shown in figure 15. 
• If Apr, the error in the reference pressure, is not known by prior 
calibration it may be determined from at least one known point on the 
calibration curve of the airplane being calibrated; such a point can be 
established by flying past a landmark such as a tower of known pressure 
height. Accuracy is improved if several runs past the landmark are made 
at the same or at different speeds through the range. Alternatively, if 
it is not.deslrable or possible to fly the airplane being calibrated past 
the landmark, the reference airplane may be flown past at the same indi-
cated speed Vj, that was used in the calibration and APr determined 
from the difference between indicated and true pressure height. Accuracy 
Is sacrificed when this latter means is adopted. 
In figure 15 and equation (52 ) when the "fly-by" reference altitude 
is established relative to a fixed landmark, or what is essentially 
equivalent, by some triangulation method as with the dual sighting stand 
(reference 92) the pressure altitude of the reference may be considered 
as known and the value of APr Is zero. If a captive balloon of known 
pressure height were used, Apr would also be zero. 
Since the value of Ap/q established by the altimeter method is 
dependent on the precision with which pressure or altitude differences 
are observed, the following equation may be derived from equation (51) 
and the definition bf q:
= -	
= - Ap M2a2 
q 2g	 i 2g 
In order to establish a value of Ap/q (or APf) with a precision 
of ±0.01, therefore, the altitude difference Ah at Mach numbers of 0.1, 
0.3, 0.7, and 1.0 must be established to ±2, ±20, ±100, and ±200 feet, 
respectively, at sea level. These values would be decreased by 25 percent 
at altitudes above 35,000 feet. Since the altimeter method is limited 
In the lower speed range, at the Langley Laboratory better results have 
been secured when photo-observers were used to record altimeter readings 
and the relative height of airplane and reference landmark. 
The procedure outlined in connection with figure 15 is particularly 
adapted to tests in which calibrations are required only in the lift-
coefficient range associated with flight near 1 g When calibrations 
outside this range of lift coefficient at high Mach number are deemed • 
necessary, the Langley Laboratory baa used a combination radar-
phototheodolite method to establish the pressure height variation during 
calibration maneuvers. In this method, records are taken on the ground
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of the range measured by the radar unit and the elevation angle of the 
airplane measured by the phototheodolite in order to determine the geometric 
height durIng a constant-epeed climb or glide over a range of altitude. 
Simultaneous values of pressure altitude, acceleration, and indicated 
airspeed are obtained in the airplane, correlation being secured by theans 
of a radio signal. From these data a curve of the variation of airplane 
pressure height with radar height is established for the particular 
indicated airspeed of the climb. After the constant-speed climb or glide, 
dives, pull-ups, turms,or pun-outs are performed to cover as much of 
the maneuver envelope as may be required. During the maneuvers, simultaneous 
records are made at the ground and in the airplane, and. the records are 
correlated by means of the timing impulses transmitted from the airplane. 
The pressure difference (4p of fig. 15) is determined from the 
difference between the pressure altitude recorded during the maneuver 
and. the pressure altitude which was recorded in the climb for the par-
ticular height indicated by the ground station. The pressure difference 
at the reference speed of climb Lp is determined by a subsequent fly-by 
test or other tests considered adequate. The radar is thus used to estab-
lish the reference height rather than true airspeed so that wind veiocities 
need not be taken into account. An example of the use of radar in estab-
lishing a reference height is given in reference 91i.. 
The accuracy obtainable with the particular modification described 
Is at present better than that obtained in flying by a reference airplane 
and about as good. as that obtained in flying past a reference landmark. 
In order to obtain this accuracy, however, corrections for pressure lag, 
acceleration effects on instruments, the curvature of the earth, and 
refraction effects in the optical path are sometimes necessary in estab-
- 
lishing geometric height. Care must be taken to have the radar scales 
horizontal. With corrections taken into account, the slant range is 
known to within ±15 yards and the elevation angle to about 1/2 miJi. At 
a range of 10,000 yards, the total error in height is limited to approxi-
mately ±20 feet, which is equivalent to a pressure error of about 0.2 inch 
of water at an altitude of 10,000 feet. 
Temperature Installation 
The calibration of a temperature installation consists, essentially, 
of the determination of a temperature-recovery factor K as defined by 
equation ( Ii-6). If the error in true airspeed determination due to tern-
perature error is to be less than ± percent the temperature measurement 
must be wIthin ±2° F or about 1/2 percent of its absolute value. (See 
equation (8).) This specification requires that for high speeds the 
recovery factor K and its variations with Mach number and lift coeff I-
dent be established to an accuracy better than ±5 percent.
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The flight ilrocedure for calibrating a temperature installation is 
similar to that for calibrating an airsped. installation by the altimeter 
methol; in fact, the calibrations may be made at the same time. An 
adequate procedure in most cases consists of flying the airplane being 
calibrated past a landmark at a series of speeds and. either noting or 
recording the temperatures at the Instant of passing the reference point. 
In the first series of tests the fly—by's should be made at the same 
heading (preferably away frcn the sun) and in as small an elapsed time 
as possible. Sane fly—by runs should be made, if possible, on a heading 
such as to obtain the maximum effects of solar radiation. Knowledge of 
radiation effects may be required subsequently in evaluating data. 
The true temperature at the landmark is obtained fron a calibrated 
temperature installation shielded fran solar radiation, such as the 
standard weather shelter (Stevenson screen). nall corrections are made 
to this temperature In order to account for any differences in height 
between the landmark and the airplane as it flies by. If a calibrated 
temperature installation is not available, T may often be determined 
by a plot of T' against M2 . Equation (li.6) shows that for constant 
values of K and T, such a plot should be a straight line, which when 
extrapolated to M = 0, gives the true free—air temperature to be used. 
The differences between recorded airplane temperature and the corrected 
landmark temperature are then plotted against the quantIty 0 .2TM2 . The 
slope of this curve represents the recovery factor; the difference between 
two curves obtained for headings into and away from the sun is a measure 
of the effect of solar radiation. A considerable variation of slope 
along the curve may signify that the recovery factor varies with changes 
in the flow—field pattern, in which case a more complete calibration 
with Mach number and lift coefficient as variables may be required. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Czmnittee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., May 16, 196
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